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ABSTRACT

A visible bremsstrahlung detector array system for Z,// measurements

and a charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) system for fully

ionized impurity profile measurements were installed on JIPP TII-U to

study impurity transport for NBI and ICRF heated plasma. More impurities

are sputtered by ICRF heating than by NBI and/or ohmic heatings. The

carbon contribution to Ze// is 80-90 % for NBI heated plasmas, and 60 %

for NBI + ICRF heated plasmas. With a carbon coating of vacuum vessel,

the Ze// value decreases 2.4 to 1.7 and the carbon contribution to Z»#

increases up to 80-90 %. We obtain the diffusion coefficient ft, = 1.0

mz/s and the convective velocity va(a) = 13 m/s at the plasma edge for

carbon impurity from the radial profile and time evolution of fully

ionized carbon after the ICRF pulse is turned on.
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i. INTRODUCTION

Impurity control is a crucial issue in plasma physics and nuclear

fusion, especially for auxiliary heating by fast neutral beam injection

(NBI) or ion cyclotoron resonance frequency (ICRF) waves, since this

heating tends to sputter impurities from the vacuum vessel wall due to the

high energy particles of the neutral beam itself or the high energy tail

excited by ICRF waves. ' Ze// is a good indication of plasma cleanliness as

well as radiated power, and has been measured from plasma resistivity or

soft X-ray or visible bremsstrahlung [1]. Visible bremsstrahlung has been

used most routinely, since it is relatively easy to measure the Z«//

profile using optical fibers and interference filters [2,3]. ICRF heated

plasmas suffer from heavy radiation losses, however these losses have

recently been reduced below 30- 40 % of the total input power using carbon

limiters or carbonized wall in the JIPP TII-U [4]. Tangential fast

neutral beams in the counter direction cause impurity accumulation and

often radiation collapse in tokamaks [5]. However, co- direction or

perpendicular NBI does not cause impurity problems in terms of radiation.

Radiated power fraction due to high-Z impurities for both NBI and ICRF

heated plasmas have been suppressed to the level in which no significant

effect of radiation losses appear on energy confinement.

Low-Z impurities, especially carbon, have not been suppressed with

these techniques and become the dominant impurities for NBI and ICRF

heated plasmas in recent tokamaks. Quantitative measurements of carbon is

a quite important issue, since a few percent of lov-Z impurities can cause

a significant dilution of proton or deutron. A comparison of Zt// values
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for NBI (co- and counter- injection), ICRF, and combined (NBI+ICRF)

heatings has been done in JET [6]. They reported no significant

difference of Ze// values for these heating, while RF heating shows higher

fraction of the radiated power to total input power than NBI

(co-direction). This experiment suggested that only high-Z impurities

increases by ICRF heating without coating vacuum vessel and/or Faraday

screens of ICRF antenna with carbon (C-coating). Quantitative comparison

of carbon contribution to Ze// for NBI, ICRF heating with C-coating of

vacuum vessel has not been studied in detail, while comparisons of

radiated power fraction for NBI and ICRF or with and without C-coating

have been reported [4,6].

In this paper we present a comparison of Z,/t values measured with

visible bremsstrahlung detector array for NBI and ICRF heated plasmas and

the change of carbon contribution to Z.// by C-coating of the vacuum

vessel. We also describe a radial profile of fully stripped and hydrogen

like carbon and the time evolution of central values of nc* and Z,// and

derive a diffusion coefficient and convective velocity of carbon impurity

for ICRF heated plasma in the JIPP T-IIU.

II. VISIBLE BREMSSTRAHLUNG DETECTOR ARRAY

JIPP T-IIU is a middle size tokamak (R=0.91m a=0.23m V=0.95 m3 ) with

six ICRF fast wave antennas installed in the high field side of the vacuua

vessel. ICRF experiments have been operated with 10 % hydrogen and 90 %

deuterium mixed gas and 40 Ufa RF frequency which is the two-ion-hybrid
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resonance frequency for the toroidal field (B(= 3T) in JIPP T-IIU. Ze/y is

calculated from visible bremsstrahlung radiation coupled with the electron

density derived from a awn microwave (central chord), or 6 channel HCN

laser interferometer, and electron temperature measured with a 10 channel

electron cyclotron emission (Bra!) polychromator calibrated with radial

scan of single point Thomson scattering.

A visible bremsstrahlung detector array system for Ze// measurements

was installed on JIPP TII-U to provide 8 channel midplane tangential view

of the plasma. A small Al coated mirror is set inside the vacuum vessel

and a standard camera lens image the outer half of the plasma onto 8

quartz optical fibers (400 fm diameter) which are arranged in a

one-dimension array on the focal plane. The detector system is located

away from the tokamak to avoid the magnetic field produced by the toroidal

and poloidal coils. The attenuation of the light in the optical fibers is

5 % at 5235 A for a length of 30 m. The collimated light is sent to

photomultipliers through an interference filter with a transmission peak

at 5235 A and FVtti of 20 A. The frequency response of the photomultiplier

is flat up to 100 KHz. However the output is sent to a variable passive

low pass filter (1, 10 or 100 KHz at 3dB ) to match the sampling time of

the digitizer.

For the the interference filter, we chose a wavelength with no

obvious nearby lines. Figure 1 shows the spectrum measured with a visible

spectrometer. Although there are some weak lines nearby, they are mostly

Fel and Fell emitted from the cold plasma periphery. Ztff can be obtained

in the hot plasma core in spite of the existence of these iron impurities,

since these low-ionization states of iron are emitted only near the plasma



periphery. The interference due to iron low excited line radiations (Fel

and Fell) are greatly reduced by the use of carbon limiters or C-coating.

CII lines (5133, 5145, 5151 A) and CVI line (529e k) are well separated

from the spectral region of the interference filter.

Radial profile of fully stripped carbon is measured with a

multi-chord (100 channel in space) spectrograph coupled to a CCD camera

with MCP using charge exchange recombination spectroscopic (CXRS)

technique. This multi-chord spectrograph provides 100 spectrum for each

chord with the integration time of 16.7ms and yield ion temperature,

density of fully stripped impurities, and toroidal rotation speed radial

profiles simultaneously. The detail of the hardware is described

elsewhere [7].

Ill. COMPARISON OF ZEFF VALUES FOR NBI AND ICRF HEATED PLASMA

The value of Ze// can be derived from one-turn voltage, plasma

current, and measured electron temperature using Spitzer resistivity,

although this Ze// value is quite sensitive to changes in internal

inductance, dli/dt. The value of Zeff measured with bremsstrahlung

radiation is consistent with that derived from Spitzer resistivity for

ohmic and relatively low power ICRF heated plasma. However, as we

increase the RF input power, the apparent Z»// from Spitzer resistivity

becomes much lower than bremsstrahlung derived Ztff, as shown in Fig. 2.

This discrepancy of Ze// values measured with teses two method is due to

an underestimation of the one turn voltage. The internal inductance
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estimated from electron temperature profile measured with ECE

polychromator, decreases from 1.3 to 1.2 within 10 ras after the ICRF pulse

is turned on. This change of the internal inductance dl,/dt~10s~' reduces

the one turn voltage and Ze// values by a factor of two.

Figure 3 shows the density dependence of Zeff for ohmic, NBI and ICRF

heated plasmas with and without carbon coating. The value of Ze// - 1

measured in ohmic heated plasma is roughly proportional to I/nf (solid

line in Fig.3). Zt// increases sharply up to 10 as the line averaged

electron density decreases below 2xlO13, while Ztff is close to unity in

the ohmic high density region of n, = 4x1013. This strong density

dependence for n« < 4 xlO13 cm"3 indicate a higher impurity influx for

lower density plasma operation, since the value of Z«// -1 should be

proportional to 1/n, for a constant amount of impurity. The value of Z«//

for plasmas heated by NBI only is close to that for ohmic heated plasmas.

Ztff values for ICRF heated plasmas are between two and four, which is

much higher than Ztff values for ohmically heated high density plasmas.

However, Ztff values for ICRF heated plasmas decrease to close to unity

with C-coating, The Z.// value depends both on the electron density and

on NBI and/or ICRF input power. However, (Ze//-l)n« is almost proportional

to the input power, as shown in Fig 4, since, for a single impurity

species, this value is roughly equal to the amount of impurity. Ze// is

higher in either NBI heated or ICRF heated plasmas than in ohmic heated

plasmas. However, the impurity amount denoted by {Ztff-\)n, for the plasma

heated by NBI (0.8MW) or NBI (0.8MV) + ICRF (1.4MW) heating is much

smaller than the impurity anount for the plasma heated by ICRF alone with

the same level of heating power. This data shows much larger impurity
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influx due to ICRF heating than due to NBI or ohmic heating. A C-coating

decreases Ze// in the plasma, however, but does not decrease the impurity

amount denoted by (Ze//-l)n«. The main effect of the C-coating is to

control impurity species and carbon to the dominant impurity in the

plasma.

IV. CONTRIBUTION OF CARBON TO ZEFF

Impurity species has been estimated from spectroscopic measurements

with a VUV spectrometer or soft-X ray PHA using impurity transport code

vith the assumed diffusion coefficients values and excited cross sections

for each lines, which are not well determined. To avoid ambiguities of

cross sections, a combination of total radiated power and line averaged

Zeff was also used to estimate impurity species, since higher Z impurities

mostly contribute to radiated power while lower Z impurities contribute to

Zeff [6]. The total radiated power is proportional to the product of

impurity amount, electron density n, and cooling rate, which is determined

by electron temperature and ion charge Z of the impurity. The ratio of

the total radiation power to (Z»//-l)n£ is an indication of the impurity

species in the plasma, since the impurity amount is proportional to

(Ztff-\)n, as was discussed above. However, this ratio depends on the

impurity distribution as well as on the ion charge, since the total

radiated power is a volume averaged measurement while Z,// is a line

averaged value. In order to estinate impurity species, we need impurity

transport coefficients for each species, which are wore difficult to
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determine unless ve can obtain the amount and profile for each impurity

species.

CXRS allows individual impurity amount and profile to be measured

directly [8]. The intensity of the OCR line CVI (5292 A ) is proportional

to the product of impurity density nd*. fast neutral beam density ntf> and

the cross section for production of this CXR n=8-7 line. The primary fast

neutral beam (H°) energy of 32 keV is a little above the threshold energy

of the excitation cross section, so the cross sections for the half and

third energy (E^2 and E73) beam components are negligible. The fast

neutral density profile for each energy component of the beam (E, E/2, and

E/3) can be calculated with a Monte Calo code using the electron density

profile measured with the 6 channel HCN interferometer and the electron

temperature measured with the 10 channel BCE polychromator. The coss

section for charge transfer with the production of CVI (n=8-7) line

radiation is calculated using a method proposed by W.Fritsen [9]. This

cross section is 30 % larger than that calculated by UDWA [10].

The Zeff profile obtained with absolutely calibrated CXRS

measurements can be compared with the Ze// values measured with the

visible bremsstrahlung array. The Ze// profile derived from the visible

bremsstrahlung array is rugged in space due to Abel inversion error, and

we take only averaged Z,// value for the comparison with CXRS Z.// values.

The Z,// profile measured by CXRS, vhich includes contributions only from

fully stripped carbon, is almost flat in space for NBI heated plasma

( Fig. 5 (a)) and slightly peaked for NBI plus ICRF heated plasma (Fig.

5 (b)). The Ze// value contributed by only fully stripped carbon is

80-90 % of the line averaged Z»// value measured with visible
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bremsstrahlung for the plasma heated by NBI alone, while it. is 60 % of the

line averaged Ze// value for NBI + ICRF heated plasma. The oxygen

contribution measured with CXR line OVIII (2376 k n=8-7) is much smaller

than that of carbon by factor of 5 to 10, since there are several carbon

limiters to protect the six ICRF antennas from plasma sputtering. This

less carbon contribution to Ze// for the ICRF heating case is due to the

significant contribution from metallic impurities (iron and titanium) to

Ze/f. These high Z impurities are mostly sputtered from the stainless

steel vacuum vessel and titanium coated by Ti getters. This large

increase of metallic impurities is also measured with the soft X-ray PHA

and X-ray crystal spectrometer.

The carbon coating of vacuum vessel can suppress the influx of

metallic impurities and reduce radiated power [4]. However, electon

temperature dends to decrease with C-coating, due to the increase of

plasma density, since hydrogen atoms are adsorbed to wall during the

coating. The Ze// value decreases from 2.4 to 1.7 by C-coating, as shown

in Fig. 5 (c). This decrease of Ze// value is mostly due to the increase

of electron density rather than the reduction of influx of impurities.

The carbon contribution to Zeff increases up to 80-90 % and metallic

impurities are reduced. • The contribution of fully stripped carbon (C6*)

to Ztjf decreases at r > 15cm with C-coating case (Fig.5 (c)), while it

spread up to r = 18 cm without C-coating cases (Fig.5 (a) and (b)). This

is due to lower electron temperature of the higher density plasma with

C-coating not to the change of impurity transport.
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V. IMPURITY RADIAL PROFILE AND TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

The impurity radial profile is a crucial issue in the study of

impurity transport, however, the impurity radial profile inferred

indirectly from the Ze// profile measured with visible bremsstrahlung

array or the radiated power profile measured with a bolometer array can

not give individual impurity profiles for each species. The Zc// profile

is usually similar to low-z impurity (carbon and oxygen) profiles, while

radiated power is similar to high-z impurity (iron, titanium and nickel)

profiles when both low-z and high-z impurities exist in the (jiasma at a

certain constant ratio (typically low-z'.high-z = 10:1). Nevertheless, the

Ze// profile or radiated power profile can not give enough information to

study impurity transport, unless we know the dominant impurity species in

the plasma, since high-z impurities tends to accumulate in the plasma core

than low-z impurities.

A one-dimensional radial impurity transport code [11] has been used

to analyze the radial profile and time evolution of fully ionized carbon

and Ze//. The impurity radial flux is given by:

where D(r) is the radial diffusion coefficient and u(r) is a oonvective

velocity. The diffusion coefficient and convective velocity are;

0(r) -flhc(r) +Da,
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and

v(r) - VNc(r) + va(r),

where Dnc(.r) and tw(r) are the neo-classical diffusion coefficient and

convective velocity,respectively. A anomalous diffusion coefficient Da(r)

and anomalous convective velocity vo(r) depend on various plasma

parameters (plasma density and temperature), however, we take flat

diffusion coefficient (Da(r)=D) in space, and r dependent convective

velocity (ua(r)=(r/a)ua(a)) for simplicity. The peaking parameter c» is

defined to indicate the peaking strength of impurity density profile",

Cv 2Dr

Neoclassical diffusion coefficient and the convective velocity at r=a/2

are 0.06 m2/s and 0.7 m/s, respectively for the plasma parameters

( T U ( 0 ) - 1 . 0 X 1 0 U ) cm"3 and Te(0) = 1.2 keV ). In stedy state (r=0). the

solution of the impurity density (ns(r))is roughly given by a Gaussian

distribution raised to-the cv power, since anomalous terms (Da and ua(r))

are much larger than the neoclassical terms (Due and VNC ). We fit the

radial profile of fully stripped carbon measured with CXRS with the steady

state calculation of this impurity transport code. The best fit of the

peaking parameter cv is 0.9 for NBI (0.8MW) and 1.5 for NBI+ICRF (1.4 Mtf

total) heated plasma, respectively as shown in Fig, 6. Impurity density

profiles for the different c, values (0.6 and 2.4) are also shown for the
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comparison. Peaking parameter slightly increases ( 0.9 to 1.5) with the

additional ICRF heating, however a significant increase of peaking

parameter ( c» = 4 or more in the impurity accumulated plasma [12] ) has

not been observed in the JIPP T-IIU.

The peak position of the low ionized states of carbon also allows the

absolute value of the diffusion coefficient to be determined for fixed

peaking parameter, since the location of the impurities in low ionization

state is determined by a balance of the ionization speed and the diffusion

speed. The peaking parameter used in this simulation is 1.5, which is

estimated from the fully stripped carbon profile for the NBI + ICRF heated

plasma shown in Fig.6. We obtain the diffusion coefficient Da = 1.0 m
z/s

in Fig.7 and the convective velocity va(a) = 13 m/s at the plasma edge

from the impurity radial profile of C8* and CVI background emission ( C5*

). The discrepancy of CVI emission well inside the plasma between

measurements and calculation is due to charge exchange recombination of

C6* with background thermal neutrals, since the calculation includes only

the process of electron impact excitation of C5*. This CVI radiation well

inside the plasma (R < 104 cm ) decreases to zero for the discharges in

which neutral influx is suppressed by the use of strong titanium flash.

The steady-state'profiles of fully stripped carbon impurity and C5*

allow the transport coefficients to be determined, but time dependent

measurements are more efficient to determine the absolute value of the

diffusion coefficient and convective velocity. Figure 8 shows the tine

evolution of the line averaged Z«// and line integrated bremsstrahlung

emission after the ICRF pulse is turned on, compared with code

calculations using the diffusion coefficients of 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 mz/s.
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Here we assume the ICRF pulse in J1PP TII-U effectively acts as an

impurity source. We obtain a diffusion coefficient of 1'nrVs from the

best fit to the time evolution of Z.// (total and carbon contribution) and

bremssstrahlung radiation after the ICRF pulse is turned on. Ze//

increases by only 40 % while bremsstrahlug emission increases by factor of

three, which is due to the increase of proton density. The diffusion

coefficient derived from tiem evolution of carbon contribution to Z*// are

consistent with those derived from the radial profile of CVI emission as

shown in Fig. 7. The diffusion coefficient values derived from the time

evolution of total Ze//, carbon contributed Z«//, and bremsstrahlung

emission and agree well vith each other. These agreement shows no

z-dependence of anomalous diffusion coefficient, since total Z,// has

significant metallic (high-z) impurity contribution (30-40 %) and the

increases of bremsstrahlung emission is due to the rise of both electron

density and Ze//.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

Larger increases of the Ztfi values measured using visible

bremsstrahlung detector array are observed for ICRF heated plasma than for

NBI or ohraic heated plasma. This is mostly due to the increase of

impurity influx excited by ICRF waves deposited near the plasma periphery

rather than the change of impurity transport, since the peaking parameter

increases only 50 % by applying ICRF pulse. The dominant impurity species

is estimated to be carbon from measurements of the amount of the fully
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ionized carbon from CXRS and Zeff. The carbon contribution to Ze// is

80-90 % for NBI heated plasmas, and 60 % for NBI + ICRF heated plasmas.

With C-coating of vacuum vessel, the Zeff value decreases 2.4 to 1.7 and

the carbon contribution to 2ejf increases up to 80-90 %. Transport

analysis of nc6* profiles with a diffusion and convection model gives a

peaking parameter cv of 1.5. An analysis of both the C5<~ profile and the

time evolution of Ze// gives a diffusion coefficient D of 1.0 m
2/s. We

obtain the convective velocity va(a) = 13 m/s at the plasma edge. The

diffusion coefficient and convective velocity for the bulk plasma

(hydrogen) is obtained from the time evolution of electron density radial

profiles measured with multi-channel HCN interferometer in a small ice

(H2) pellet injection experiments [13]. The diffusion coefficient Dn(a/2)

= 0.4-0.7 mz/s and the convective velocity ujf(a/2) = 4-8 m/s are obtained

for the ohmic heated plasma in the JIPP T-IIU. We note here that these

values are very close to that of impurities and the anomalous transport

coefficients have no obvious z-dependence although z-dependence of

neoclassical terms has been reported [12].
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Figure caption

Fig. 1. Spectrum of plasma light in the region used by the

visible bremsstralung Ze// diagnostic. The light passes

through a 20 i FVHM interference filter centered at 5235

A.

Fig. 2. Comparison of Ze// values derived from visible

bremsstrahlung detector and Spitzer resistivity.

Fig. 3. Dependence of Z«// on the plasma electron density for

ohmic, NBI, and ICRF heated plasma with and without

C-coating.

Fig. 4. Comparison of impurity amounts denoted by (Z.// - 1) n,

for NBI and ICRF heated plasma with and without

C-coating as a function of heating input power.

Fig. 5. Radial profile of Ze// carbon fraction measured with

OCRS-for (a) NBI (0.8 MW) and (b) NBI (0.8 MW) + ICRF

(1.4 MW) heated plasma (c) NBI (0.8 MW) + ICRF (0.8 MW)

with carbon coated vail. Open circles denote Ze//

measured with CXRS assuming that only fully striped

carbon contributes to Ze//. while dashed lines denote an

averaged Zc// value measured with visible

bremsstrahlung.
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Fig. 6. Radial profile of fully stripped carbon measured with

OCRS for NBI (0.8 MW) and NBI (0.8 MW) + ICRF (1.4 MW)

heated plasma. The solid line is the best fit of the

measured profile with an impurity transport code, where

c0 denotes a peaking parameter.

Fig. 7. Background CVI emission profile (no NBI CXR) for an

NBI (0.8 MW) + ICRF (1.4 MW) discharge, using Abel

inversion. The solid line ( D = 1.0 mz/s) is the best

fit of the measured profile with the code calculation.

Fig. 8 Time evolution of central Ze// contributed by total

impurities (line) and only fully stripped carbon (closed

circles) and line-integrated bremsstrahlung emission

with code calculations for three different assumed

values for the diffusion coefficient and for a fixed

value of the peaking parameter, cu = 1.5. The solid

line is the best fit of the model to the measurements

using a diffusion coefficient of 1 m2/s.
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